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On July 1, 1992 at 0414, the High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) system was declared
inoperable due to the inoperability of the suppression pool suction valve. The suction
valve was de-energized, the torque switch was adjusted and the system was subsequently
returned to service. The root cause of this event is equipment failure. A condition
existed in which the torque switch contacts vere opening momentarily during the early
phase of stem travel due to a hammer blov effeet inherent in the valve operator design.
If the control switch contacts were opened prior to this momentary opening of the
torque switch contacts, the control circuitry would sense an overtorqued condition and
valve travel vould cease.

:
I Corrective actions included writing a daily instruction reminding personnel to hold the

control switch in the appropriate position for a sufficient amount of time and hanging
an information tag on this particular switch with specific operational instructions for
the interim until the root cause could be determined and corrective actions taken. The

| torque switch setting was adjucted to override the hammer blov effect and the HPCS
system was returned to operable status. All SB actuators on safety related valves sere

evaluated. None were identified with individual characteristics which vould lead to a
similar occurrence.
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I. Introduction

On July 1, 1992 at 0414, the High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) system was declared
inoperable due to the inoperability of the suppression pool suction valve (ISV).
At the time of this event, the plant was in Operational Condition 1 at 100
percent power with the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) at 1024 psig and saturated
conditions. Because HPCS is considered a single train safety system, the NRC

_

Operations Center was informed of the event via the Emergency Notification System
at 0425 hours in accordance with notification requirerrants identified in 10 CFR
50.72(b)(2)(iii). This event is being reported under the requirements of 10 CFR
50.73(a)(2)(v).

II. Event Description

On July 1, 1992, while securing from suppression pool cleanup operations in
accordance vit System Operating Instruction (SOI-E22A), "High Pressure Core
Spray System" problems occurred with the transfer of the High Pressure Core Spray
(HPCS) system suction from the suppression pool to the condensate storage tank
(CST). The suppression pool suction valve failed to close when the control
switch was placed in the CLOSE position. A second attempt to close the valve
using the control switch was made and the valve closed as designed. The lineup
was restored to the CST and the suction transfer again attempted with the same
results. The valve failed to close on the first attempt but closed properly on
the second. In accordance with Technical Specification 3.6.4, the suppression
pool suction valve was declared inoperable as a containment isolation valve, and
was cloced and de-energized. Because the automatic opening function of the valve [
vas disabled with the valve de-energized, the HPCS system was declared inoperable
at 0414.

A Vork Order was initiated to troubleshoot the failure of the valve to close.
Diagnostic testing data was evaluated and a previously approved setpoint thange
was implemented which raised the torque switch setting. The suction valve was
tested satisfactorily and HPCS was declared operable at 1435 on July 1, 1992.

III. Cause Analysis

The cause of this event is a previously unrecognized design characteristic. A

coni ' tion existed in which the torque switch contacts were opening momentarily
duricg the early phase of stem travel due to a hammer blov effect inherent in the
valve operator desig.n Additierally, the control switch contacts were opened
prior to the torque switch opening, allowing the torque switch to defeat seal-in
provisions in the control circuitry.

The actuator (Limitorque Model SB-1) is a fast acting valve operator
incorporating a 3450 rpm motor instead of the 1750 rpm motor found in the
majority nf valve actuators. It is used where fast valve travel is required.

Duting the early phase of stem travel, the vorm gear freely rotates about 130'
before it engages the drive sleeve. This allows the motor to attain full speed
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before it becomes fully loaded. The vorm gear abruptly engages the drive sleeve
at the 130' position, a condition referred to as hammer blov. This hammer blov,
which overcomes static friction and inertia, resulted in a momentary operator
torque value which exceeded the setting of the torque switch in this case. The
hammer blov effect is not as pronounced in the more common, slover acting
actuators (Limitorque Model SMB). The slower acting SMB actuator's vorm gear
takes approximately a full second to rotate 130' and engage the drive sleeve
whereas the SB actuator engages the drive sleeve in about 250 msec.

The control circuitry is arranged with the torque switch contacts and the control
switch contacts ir parallel. Either set of contacts being closed vill allow

valve travel to t>ccur. Recreation of this event using diagnostic testing
equipment shoved thet the torque switch contacts opened repeatedly at the point
of hammer blev (250 msec) with a torque switch setting of 1. Attempts to operate
the control switch in a rapid manner showed that if the operator released the
svitch within 250 msec, both sets of contacts vould be open at 250 mac and the
valve would stop movement. It was determined from this further testing, that

during the initial attempts at valve closure described above, the control svitch
contacts opened prior to the 250 msee point at which time the torque switch
contacts opened. Follovup attempts, in which valve travel proceeded properly,
vere successful because the valve stem had already traveled through the hammer
blov position when the control switch was released allowing the torque switch
contacts to remain closed until the valve vas fully closed.

:

IV. Safety Analysis 1

The Lov Pressure Core Spray (LPCS) and the Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) j

systems are provided to assure that the core is adequately cooled following a l

loss of coolant accident (LOCA). They provide adequate core cooling capacity for
all break sizes following depressurization. The HPCS' system is provided to 1

assure that the reactor core is adequately cooled in the event of a small break ,

LOCA which does not result in rapid depressurization of the reactor vessel. I

Although not relied on in the accident analyses, the Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling (RCIC) system provides the same function as the HPCS system.
Additionally, the Automatic Depressurization System-(ADS) is provided to reduce
pressure during small break LOCAs to allow LPCS and LPCI.to perform their

,

' functions in time to prevent core damage. The various systems described above, '

are divided into three Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) divisions for
operability and Technical Specification compliance purposes. All but the HPCS
system vere operable during this event.

HPCS was inoperable for less than eleven hours during this event. Technical
Specifications allow the HPCS system to remain inoperable for fourteen days
provided the remaining two ECCS divisions and RCIC.are opnrable. During this

time, the HPCS suppression pool suction valve was under administrative control
and could-have been re-energized allowing HPCS to be used if conditions
varranted. This provides further assurance that full ECCS capability could have
been available and that this event is not safety significant.
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/. Corrective Action

A daily instruction was written reminding personnel to hold the control svitch in
the desired position for an adequate amount of time and an information tag was
hung on the valve control switch with specific operational instructions for the
interim until the root cause could be determined and corrective actions taken.
The IIPCS suppression pool suction valve torque switch setting was increased from
1 to 1-3/4 through a previously approved setpoint change request. All SB |
actuators on safety related valves were evaluated. None vere identified with )individual characteristics which would lead to a similar occurrence. These |
corrective actions have all been completed. i

Energy Industry Identification System Codes are identified in the text as [XXJ.
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